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Improve Patient Safety 
and Business Processes 
with Unique Device 
Identifiers (UDIs) 
UDI is here — are you ready? 
Recent legislation has changed the rules for tracking and tracing medical 
devices. As experts in solutions for product identification and the needs of 
the healthcare industry, Zebra understands the implications this legislation 
will have on your business. 

To help improve patient safety worldwide, the FDA and European 
commission defined and adopted Unique Device Identification (UDI) 
standards to enable complete traceability of the millions of individual 
medical devices utilized for patient care. In order to safeguard quality and 
compliance, all medical devices must now carry a Unique device identifier 
(UDI label) to enable “track and trace” from the point of production, during 
shipment, through the product’s safe and appropriate use and finally, to 
its disposal. The resulting visibility into the location of medical devices 
anywhere in the supply chain enables faulty devices to be removed from 
production lines, warehouse shelves and hospitals without negatively 
impacting point-of-care outcomes. 

The time to comply with UDI regulations is now. FDA compliance in 
the U.S. is currently in place, with European Commission compliance 
commencing in 2021. Are you ready to implement new processes to 
comply with UDI regulations?

Implementation challenges
In order to ensure traceability of medical devices:

• The UDI label must be recognizable, readable and scannable throughout 
the entire device lifecycle — from the point of production, during shipment, 
through the product’s safe and appropriate use and finally, to its disposal. 
There may be multiple barcodes on an item — the UDI barcode needs 
to be recognizable to ensure users know which code to scan. And as 
equipment travels throughout the hospital, the exposed barcodes can be 
scratched, smudged or otherwise damaged. If the scanner can’t capture a 
damaged barcode, the user must manually enter the UDI data, creating the 
opportunity for data entry errors. 

• Manufacturers and distributors need to scan the UDI barcodes on 
the device as it comes off the production line, as well as on the outer 
packaging to track the device from the moment it is placed on the 
warehouse shelves to the moment it is shipped to a customer.

• Hospitals and other healthcare facilities need to be able to capture, 
parse and send UDI barcode data on single or multi-unit device 
packages to internal applications.
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But scanning UDI barcodes can present numerous challenges for 
manufacturers, distributors and healthcare providers, including:

• Scanning support for all UDI barcodes standards.  
Various standards have their own format and specification.

• Workers need to be able to seamlessly capture UDI barcoded data. 
Medical device packaging labels include multiple UDI barcodes, all of 
which need to be captured and parsed accurately.

• The need to capture multiple barcodes on individual items —  
UDI, 1D and 2D. The standards allow UDIs to be presented as a set of 
barcodes. In addition, workers may need to scan other non-UDI 1D and 
2D barcodes. To avoid scanning the wrong barcode, workers typically 
resort to covering up all nearby barcodes — a very time-consuming 
task that greatly reduces productivity and accuracy. 

• Scanning support for direct part marked (DPM) UDIs. Since the 
standards require UDIs to be permanently embedded directly on 
the single unit device via a direct part mark (DPM), hospitals and 
other healthcare facilities will need scanners that can capture 
those DPMs — which are typically very costly.

The solution: fast and easy complete 
UDI compliance with advanced scanning 
technology from Zebra
Regardless of whether you are a medical device manufacturer or 
distributor involved in producing and shipping medical devices, or  
a healthcare facility that utilizes medical devices to care for patients, 
with Zebra scanners in the hands of your workers, UDI compliance  
is simple.

• Our scanners support all UDI barcode standards — You can 
accurately capture and parse UDI data to comply with regulations.

• Our scanners can automatically recognize and scan the UDI 
barcode — No worker training required, no time spent determining 
which barcode to scan, just point-and-shoot simplicity.

• Our scanners can automatically capture multiple barcodes with 
one trigger pull — Capture multiple barcodes and transmit only 
those required in the precise order the application requires.
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The Zebra Handheld Scanner UDI Portfolio 

• Scan it all with flexible data capture 
In addition to UDI codes, your workers can capture virtually 
any 1D or 2D barcode in any condition, as well as photos  
and documents.2 

• Unparalleled scanning performance 
With PRZM Intelligent Imaging technology and Zebra’s 
industry-best scanning algorithms, you can count on the 
fast and accurate capture of even dirty, poorly printed and 
damaged barcodes on the first scan.

• Designed for constant disinfecting 
Protects patients and staff from the spread of bacteria, 
viruses and other germs.

• Day and night modes 
Select the right mode for the environment: vibration and/
or lights are ideal in a quiet intensive care unit or at night, 
while a beeper is perfect for noisy areas. Ensures staff is 
instantly aware of notifications without disturbing patients.3

HOSPITALS/HEALTHCARE FACILITIES:
Patient Facing Areas

DS8100-HC Advanced Corded/Cordless 
Handheld and Presentation Scanners
The highly flexible DS8100-HC scanners  
can be used anywhere, from patient rooms 
to operating rooms to hallways and local 
floor equipment storage areas. Pair with  
just about any device, including Apple iPads 
and iPhones. A paging button makes it easy 
to locate cordless models. And the first-of-
its-kind housing offers maximum protection 
against the spread of infection.

DS4308-HC Standard Corded Scanner
This corded handheld scanner is designed 
to bring enterprise-class scanning to carts 
with laptops and workstations.

CS4070-HC Pocket-sized Scanner
This ultra portable Bluetooth-enabled 
UDI/1D/2D scanner can be tucked in a 
pocket or worn on a lanyard. Designed 
to add enterprise-class scanning to a 
workstation-on-wheels or any Bluetooth-
enabled device via the CS4070-HC 
Bluetooth dongle accessories.*

MEDICAL DEVICE MANUFACTURER 
AND HOSPITALS/HEALTHCARE FACILITIES  

Warehouse/Storage Room

DS36X8 Corded/Cordless  
Ultra Rugged Series
Designed for the most demanding 
industrial environments. Drop tested to 
8 ft./2.4 m on concrete, with IP67 sealing 
and withstands 5,000 3.3 ft./1 m tumbles. 
Choose from a broad family of models, 
including HD (high density), DPM and 
extended range scanning.

DS8100 Corded/Cordless Series
Ideal for non-rugged warehouse 
environments or when you want the 
flexibility to choose corded or cordless 
scanning. Drop-tested to 6 ft./1.8 m  
on concrete, with IP42 sealing and 
withstands 2,000 1.5 ft./0.5 m tumbles. 

DS4308 Corded Series
Ideal for corded applications in non-rugged 
warehouse environments. Drop-tested to  
6 ft./1.8 m on concrete, with IP42 sealing.

• Multi-Code Data Formatting  
This DataCapture DNA complementary utility allows you to 
capture and transmit all the barcodes you need in the proper 
sequence, all with one pull of the trigger.

• Preferred Symbol 
Preferred Symbol assigns a higher priority to a specific type 
of barcode. When the user pulls the trigger, only data from the 
preferred symbol barcode is captured and parsed.

• It couldn’t be easier for your workers to capture UDI barcodes. 
Just point our scanners at a label or box with multiple barcodes 
and pull the scan trigger to automatically capture only the one 
you need with this DataCapture DNA free utility.

• Dependable point-and-shoot simplicity on every barcode 
No need to spend time aligning barcode and scanner.

• A rugged design that’s built to last 
You can count on the years of dependable service you need 
for the lowest total cost of ownership.

What makes Zebra handheld scanners the best choice for your UDI applications?
There’s a Zebra scanner to support UDI compliance throughout the lifecycle of a medical device — from the point of 
production, during shipment, through the product’s safe and appropriate use and finally, to its disposal. In addition to  
industry-leading scanning performance, you get features that make UDI barcode capture as simple as possible.
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1. 10 Facts on Patient Safety; Fact #1; World Health Organization; http://www.who.int/features/factfiles/patient_safety/en/)

2. Data capture features are model dependent. All capture UDI, 1D and 2D barcodes. 

3. Available feedback modes varies by model.
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